INTRODUCTION
This paper is primarily concerned with the way a Rugby Union referee
responds to given situations in a variable environment. It does not propose to
give the "correct" decision making process for specific situations, but rather
draws upon sport psychology and sports vision to explain the general theory
on motor responses to a given stimulus as it pertains to Rugby refereeing. It
is by understanding why a referee makes a decision, that correct tuition and
guidance can be given to gain the correct response by the referee. A general
theory will be developed which can be applied to each specific situation.
Derek Bevan in the second test New Zealand Vs France in New Zealand last
year played advantage on two French knock-ons, after which a maul formed
behind New Zealand's advantage line. As a consequence of the ensuing
maul collapsing, New Zealand were penalised. The question of how Derek
Bevan arrived at his decision rather than whether it was correct or not, is the
matter of interest. What were his decision making processes? To answer
this, we need to consider that rugby refereeing is in fact a combination of
cognitive and motor responses in particular the latter. Given that this is the
case, the theories of motor learning and their different stages, along with
classification of motor skills as applied to refereeing will be expanded. In
keeping with the application of the theory, the learning processes a
developing referee takes to go from a specific situation to his/her response
will be examined. The variables that effect the response will be examined,
those being, the ability of the referee to use his/her senses, the level of his/her
motor skills development and of most interest to this paper the decision
making process that occurs to deliver the response.
When considering decision making , there are three main tasks that must
occur. Firstly, detection of the stimulus. In an ever changing environment
their are a number of cues that are given which need to be detected for the
process to even start. Consider a line out where there are at least fifteen to
twenty different circumstances that can occur generally within 2 or 3 seconds.
Jumpers, blockers, supporters, throwers, fringing, barging, backs and
receivers from both sides all act independently to provide a myriad of
information to the referee and often in considering the strict letter of the law
there may be 2, 3, or 4 infringements at the one time. If the referee cannot
detect the correct specific cue or stimulus amongst the background noise then
he/she cannot even start to make the correct decision.
Once detection has occurred, the referee uses comparison skills to determine
the appropriate response. It is important here that the referee has the ability
to surmise the stimulus, to retrieve from memory the correct responses and to
keep the options limited. It is more effective and efficient to have specific
responses retrieved quickly for specific stimuli than to read or consider all
options for each stimulus, thus increasing the chance of error and increasing
the magnitude of the error.
Recognition is important where a standard is not present. This more an ability
to recognise a situation developing when only a part of the stimulus or cue is
present. Clearly correct anticipation is important and is of more use to the
referee, so he/she can act accordingly to part of the picture rather than

requiring the whole picture. Pattern recognition is important so that a little
information can indicate alot more of the emerging pattern. It is possible to
instruct the referee to correctly pick the cues to prevent the pattern being fully
realised and this is essential to the skill of refereeing.
There are different factors that effects the decision making process. These
include attention (alertness, selectivity), memory skills and individuality or
differences. Further to these factors, there are the effects of practice and
motivation and how these affect the referees judgement will be discussed.
Finally, after establishing the theory and guidelines, the correct teaching
technique as to how to improve decision making processes during a game will
be expanded. This includes testing the developing referee and how the test
results can predict future successes.
There is probably very little new knowledge to be gained by this paper. The
theory's are basic, well established psychological theories as they relate to
motor learning. The tests are drawn from Sports Psychology and Sports
Vision and are not new. A lot of what is read in this paper the reader will
recognise and think "that's old news or been happening for years" or "that's
common sense". This is an attempt to formalise "what we have known for
years", explain why it works and by coming to an understanding of this
increase the efficiency of the teacher and consequently the referee. With so
many skills in refereeing being self-taught this can only aid the development
of referees by adding to the individuals armoury.
GENERAL APPLICATION & DISCUSSION
Is refereeing a game of Rugby Union a learned or learning activity within the
motor domain? It is important to realise that within this sport a lot relies upon
the student - teacher interaction. You cannot give anyone with no knowledge
of Rugby Union a whistle and get them to referee without imparting some
knowledge to them as to how to do it. Clearly then refereeing is a learned
response.
Psychologist classify any human behaviour into three
categories(1). These are cognitive behaviour, affective behaviour and the
motor domain. Cognitive behaviour involves intellectual activities. These
include discovery and recognition, retention and memory, application and
analysis and evaluation. Affective behaviour is learned behaviour involving
feelings and emotions. Motor behaviour is any behaviour that involves
physical movement(2). Motor response behaviour also involves cognitive and
affective behaviour as precursors to activities that require physical movement.
Thus any theory that applies to the motor domain has application in cognitive
and affective behaviour and vice-versa. It is
important to understand that the answer to the above question is "yes" as
otherwise the theory's about to be discussed would be flawed. Clearly,
refereeing involves physical motion and is a learned activity. It would be fair
to say refereeing is a motor behaviour with significant cognitive input and
hopefully less affective input.
Now that the initial premise has been established it is useful to consider the
different stages of learning. The first stage is the cognitive stage. Here the
inexperienced referee will tend to make a large number of errors, the errors

will be gross in nature and his/her performances will tend to be more variable
(3). The instructor needs to provide specific information on the basics if the
referee is to develop. ( E.g. "stand here for the lineout and watch the catcher
alone" ). The next step in learned behaviour is the associative stage (4).
Here, the referee has the ability to detect that an error has been made. At this
stage the nature of the errors are less as is their frequency, and the variability
of the performance reduces. The coach should notice the change in
performance and test the referee by checking if he/she detected their errors.
The final stage of learning is the autonomous stage (5). This is known as the
habitual or auto stage. Here the referee can not only detect the potential error
but correct it thereby avoiding it. This allows the referee time to concentrate
on the more critical phases of play and the variability of his/her performance
should be very low. The speed of reply or action to a novel situation is a good
indicator that the referee has reached this stage. A speed of recognition test
as performed in a sports vision assessment may predict how quickly the
referee will get to the autonomous stage. It would not be unreasonable to
expect all representative or senior referees to be at this stage.
On examining the different classifications of motor skills. It would be fair to
say that refereeing is a continuous and serial motor skill. To expand on this
briefly, motor skills are categorised into gross or fine skills. Gross require
large muscular movements, where precision is not of importance (6). Handeye co-ordination movements ( E.g. playing a piano. ) are examples of fine
motor skills. Continuous motor skills have no distinct beginning and end
points. The referee or the general play phase determines the beginning and
end point rather than the skill itself ( E.g. mauling Vs an attempt at
conversion). Further to this, any skill that can be put together in a sequence
is defined as serial (7). Some form of feedback is important to both skill
development and learning. When the skill relates or is to some extent
influenced by the environment, the feedback is termed 'open loop'. Here, once
a decision of how and when to respond is made, the referee must react
rapidly with virtually no opportunity for making an adjustment during the
response (8). Bare in mind here the response may be not to do anything.
Having now examined the stages of motor learning and how motor skills are
classified in relation to Rugby Union refereeing, it is important to consider how
the referee learns to go from a specific situation or stimulus to an appropriate
response. Understanding this will obviously help in the teaching the referee to
get to that response.
Again from what psychology tells us, specific
components are required to get from the stimulus to the response. These are
that there needs to be a stimuli from the environment. The sense organs and
perception mechanisms need to detect it. Some form of central processing
needs to occur. A response needs to be generated and happen and finally,
feedback needs to occur for future reference (9).
There are an abundance of stimuli in the game of Rugby for the referee to
detect. A stimulus may be the head position of a prop, the actions of a player
at the tackle or the direction a jumper moves at the lineout. What ever it is the
first thing the referee must process is the stimulus. Next the referee must
decide which of the available stimuli deserves the most attention. Confronted
by a myriad of stimuli many of which are deliberately presented to confuse or
hide the pertinent, the referee has to decide what to watch and listen to. Here
the referee must attend to the correct stimulus and concentrate on it. This is

known as ' selective attention ' (10). It is important for the referee to maintain
alertness. The central processing of the information relies upon two
elements, memory and strategy. The referee has stored in his/her memory,
prior responses to a given stimulus and their outcome. It is vital that the
referee practice responses in training/running, trial matches or watching
matches for this very reason. Similarly the referee should practice responses
to any novel or new circumstance prior to the stimulus popping up on the field
( E.g. If a referee has never sent a player off, then he/she should 'act' out the
technique before hand. This is fairly obvious, however, there are a number of
other more novel incidents which bare considering- unusual kick-offs etc. ).
Apart from memory, strategy making must be employed. The referee should
retrieve from memory what strategy's have worked in the past and what have
not, then use these to formulate one for the present situation (11). If this is
clear, then the process should allow for a rapid response. The ability to have
the quicker response indicates the higher developed referee, given the
response is correct. The response mechanism is then generated to organise
the response into its most efficient and appropriate form and the response
occurs. Feedback then occurs so that the effectiveness and correctness of
the response can be assessed and stored for assistance next time.
Given the response has occurred what then are the factors that affect the
response. These factors are the referee's senses and motor skills, and,
decision making skills. Directing the referee to concentrate upon the correct
stimulus through a specific sense mode is essential to the teaching process.
Give very specific things for the referee to look for in a specific situation. At
the engagement the referee should be told exactly what to look at and for.
There are three main senses; vision, auditory and proprioception ( the sense
of the position of the body and body parts as well as the forces and pressures
on the body or its parts) (12 ). Vision is the most important of these sense. A
visual assessment pertinent to the task of refereeing needs to be based on
the fact that this sense should detect all the specific cues and allow for rapid
processing of these cues. This paper will not go into detail of the specific
visual tests required as this is not central to the topic, however, it is important
that distance visual acuity and refraction, depth perception, binocular function,
visual fields and peripheral awareness, colour vision and speed of recognition
( tachistoscopic vision ) are all operating at a maximum to aid the referee.
Within the realm of the decision making process, is the ability to detect the
stimulus, and, give comparison and recognition to the stimulus in regard of it's
familiarity. This may appear obvious, but detection of the stimulus is the most
important variable effecting the decision. Detection is simply the task of
determining whether or not a stimulus or cue is present or not. As discussed
previously this is not so simple due to the background ' noise ' which can
mean the signal is not detected. How then does the referee ensure that the '
intensity ' of the stimulus is great enough for detection? Evidence indicates
we can train our ability to detect signals and not only to detect the signals
more accurately but also to make decisions more rapidly in response to their
presence. ( E.g. the highly skilled and developed referee will detect more
accurately and rapidly the cues than the beginner ). Training and practice is
the best way to improve these skills. Experience is of great value. The other
way to improve detection is to reduce those factors which tend to cause a cue
to go undetected. These are primarily stress and fatigue. Both of which are

minimised by a high level of physical fitness. Interestingly, an over-excited
referee will not miss the cues so much as misinterpret them thus creating
false alarms and errors.
Comparison decisions are the decision made in comparison of the intensity of
the signal to a standard . ( When the standard is present. ) These type of
decisions are not really applicable to the performance of a Rugby referee.
Recognition in decision making is an important variable. Recognition involves
deciding on whether a stimulus is familiar or not and clearly relies upon
memory. An essential part of recognition as a perceptual process is pattern
recognition. In Rugby, we can relate this pattern recognition to cue detection.
For example, in an expansive game, if one attacking backline is continually
forced back into cover defence, the referee may decide to adopt the defensive
offside line to check on the outside defensive backs. Here the cue can be
taken from the attack where the pattern may be an offside 'umbrella' defence.
Another example where seeing part of the story can create recognition of a
problem before the 'main event' involves potential foul play. Player moods at a
lineout can certainly alert the referee to potential trouble and he/she should
act to avoid further trouble. The advantages of pattern recognition in the
decision making process then is obvious.
Having established the way a referee detects a stimulus and accordingly
makes a response and how his/her senses and decision making skills effect
the response, it is now timely to examine the factors that effect just decision
making. These factors are attention, memory, individuality, practice and
motivation.
When considering attention it is important to realise that some preparation is
required in order to gain attention, and variability or novelty is required to
maintain it. For simplicity, consider the terms concentration, alertness and
attention as interchangeable even though they imply different levels of
cognitive activity. To be able to detect and make a decision some preparation
is required to get the level of alertness at a satisfactory level. Psychological
studies indicate that most sports have enough novelty, variation or cues which
are sufficient to arouse the participants sufficiently during the contest. It is
however, much more difficult to get the attention of the participant so that they
absorb what the coach is trying to get across. The best way to get this
attention is to present something that has not been seen or considered
recently, present something in a new or unfamiliar way or present something
completely new. This is invaluable to the referee who tends to let his/her
concentration or attention drop during a game. All that is required is a cue or
trigger and with practice ( while doing individual training etc..) the referee can
detect the drop in their concentration and cue themselves to heighten
attention. For example, any time the referee looks at their watch, sets a scrum
or lineout, use these events to perform a check on their concentration. This
should be done regularly and varied at different times of the season to
maintain the novelty.
Memory can be considered to be either short-term or long-term. This paper
does not propose to investigate how or why there exists these stages other
than to note the important role that memory or more so memory retrieval plays
in decision making. Briefly, the structure of memory is considered to be a

functional ongoing phenomenon which is characterised by the duration and
the amount of information stored by it. Short-term and long-term memory are
considered different stages of the same process. The short-term stage is
characterised by limited duration, 20-30 seconds, and limited capacity, 5-9
'chunks' of information. Long-term memory is characterised by unlimited
duration and capacity (13). The important aspect of this is the ability to
retrieve the information stored in memory and this relies upon how effectively
it was stored. In other words learn your responses as well as possible
especially the laws!
There are some basic components of practice that also need to be considered
to aid the decision making process. Firstly, as much practise as possible
should be used to achieve a required skill. Once this has been attained,
maintain the practice intensity to reinforce the learning, then focus the
practice on a new skill reviewing the original occasionally. This can be applied
to different aspects of refereeing. ( E.g. laws, lineout positioning,
scrum engagements etc. especially important during early development
stages) (14) Secondly, it is interesting to note that the spacing of practice
sessions tends to effect the performance abilities of the referee rather than
the learning abilities. Be wary however, of over practising as fatigue has a
considerably detrimental effect. Also as stated earlier, visualisation, as a
mental practice is most valuable in improving motor skills.
Motivation is important in the learning curve. The ability of an individual to
learn is greatly increased by the individuals motivation to be taught. The best
way to improve motivation is through reinforcement of desired behaviour. The
reinforcer can be either positive or negative, in any case the result is to
strengthen the desired response. Specific goal setting or level of aspiration is
also an important way of motivating an individual. Here, set objective goals,
ones that are meaningful and obtainable. Set them according to the
individual's personality and drawing from past rewarding experiences.(15)
Finally, it's now been established the concepts and theory's of why and how a
Rugby referee makes a decision to a given situation and the different factors
that influence it. How then teach referees to improve these skills for better
results during the game?
The first step is to understand at what stage the referee is at, the coach has to
realise how much and what type of information the student can understand. It
is of little use concentrating on offside lines if the referee has no knowledge of
set play positioning and running lines to the breakdown. Secondly, recognise
the limited processing capacity of the developing referee - be methodical and
selective. This leads onto the next factor in tuition, recognise that the referee
requires to use the skill of selective attention and instruction should be given
on what specific cues to detect in different situations. The coach needs to
consider the memory capacity of the referee. To increase this, familiarity
through practice and understanding specific applications is required. The role
of visualisation in preparation should be emphasised to aid decision making.
The coach needs to act as a motivator and teach the referee self motivation
techniques. Also techniques to gain and maintain attention and how to reduce

anxiety to aid learning and performance. Coupled with this is the effective use
of goal setting and reinforcement. It is also important for the coach to act as
an evaluator of performance so as to be able to establish some form of
predicting to what extent the referee can develop. It is important to note that
testing has indicated it is very difficult to predict future success in learning a
motor skill when the prediction is based on an early performance alone.
However, the ability of the developing referee to quickly learn along with a
high score in visual recognition tests indicates some potential for rapid
development.(16)
SUMMARY
It is evident from the research, that for effective decision making to occur by
the Rugby referee, a number of conditions need to be satisfied. Firstly, a
stimulus is present and detected. For this to occur the referee must be alert,
have his/her visual function operating at a maximum and be selective in
his/her attention. Secondly, the referee processes the information limiting the
options available for a rapid, efficient response. The response is based on
memory retrieval and strategy making drawn from past experiences. The
accuracy of the response (errors and variability) depends upon the stage of
development of the referee. The more developed referee will have less errors
and variability than the less developed referee. In order to teach the referee
how to improve their decision making the teacher or coach must instruct the
referee to maintain attention or concentration. They must instruct the referee
on the effects of stress, fatigue and over-excitement. The referee should
practice memory retrieval during practice and initially practice or concentrate
on one aspect at a time with occasional reviews. Finally, some work needs to
be done with referee's motivation so that learning can occur.
By following through these steps and methods and by watching the rate of
development and the speed of recognition of the referee, it is possible to
predict how he/she will become a more effective and efficient decision maker.
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